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Legacy
A Novel
by Nora Roberts
#1 bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a new novel of a mother and
daughter, of romance and ambition, and a traumatic past reawakened in
Legacy .
It was no surprise that Adrian Rizzo was the newest rising star in the exercise
video world; she was just following in the footsteps of her celebrity fitness
mother. And when a family matter calls her back to Traveler's Creek, Maryland
from New York City, she is happy to move into her grandfather's house and
set up a new studio. Growing up without a father, she knows how important
family can be.
What she doesn't expect is to meet up with Rylan, her childhood best friend's
brother. Once a comic book nerd, now a talented graphic artist who owns his
own company, they discover they have a great deal in common.
St. Martin's Press
Strict On Sale: May 25/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 448 pages
Includes 4-color endpapers
9781250272935 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* National One-Day Laydown
* Pre-Publication Advertising
* Launch Advertising
* Trade Advertising
* Targeted Bookseller Outreach
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Email Marketing
* NetGalley Outreach
* Blog Outreach
* Influencer Outreach
* Social Media Promotion
* SMP Romance Social Media Promotion
* Library Marketing
* Author Website: www.noraroberts.com
* Author Blog: www.fallintothestory.com
* Author Facebook: @noraroberts - 648K

Unexpectedly reunited, these two fierce, passionate survivors are forced to
face life-threatening obstacles while becoming the real superheroes of their
own lives

Author Bio
NORA ROBERTS is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than
200 novels, including Hideaway, The Chronicles of the One trilogy, Under
Currents, Shelter in Place, Come Sundown, and many more. She is also the
author of the bestselling In Death series written under the pen name J.D.
Robb. There are more than 500 million copies of her books in print.
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The Newcomer
A Novel
by Mary Kay Andrews
The New York Times bestselling author and Queen of the Beach Reads,
delivers her next page-turner for the summer in The Newcomer .
IN TROUBLE AND ON THE RUN . . .
After she discovers her sister Tanya dead on the floor of her fashionable New
York City
townhouse, Letty Carnahan is certain she knows who did it: Tanya's ex; sleazy
real estate
entrepreneur Evan Wingfield. Even in the grip of grief and panic Letty heeds
her late sister's
warnings: If anything bad happens to me - it's Evan. Promise me you'll take
Maya and run.
Promise me." So Letty grabs her sister's Mercedes and hits the road . . .
St. Martin's Press
Strict On Sale: May 4/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 448 pages
9781250277855 • $22.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion

WITH A TRUNKFUL OF EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE . . .
. . . and her wailing four-year-old niece Maya. Letty is determined to out-run
Evan and the law,
but run to where? Tanya, a woman with a past shrouded in secrets, left behind
a "go-bag" of cash
and a big honking diamond ring - but only one clue: a faded magazine story
about a sleepy
mom-and-pop motel in a Florida beach town with the improbable name of
Treasure Island.
She sheds her old life and checks into an uncertain future (...)

Author Bio
Mary Kay Andrews is The New York Times bestselling author of The Beach
House Cookbook and more than twenty novels, including The Weekenders,
Ladies' Night, Spring Fever, Summer Rental, The Fixer Upper, Deep Dish,
Blue Christmas, Savannah Breeze, Hissy Fit, Little Bitty Lies, and Savannah
Blues. A former journalist for The Atlanta Journal Constitution, she lives in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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The Newcomer
A Novel
by Mary Kay Andrews
The New York Times bestselling author and Queen of the Beach Reads,
delivers her next page-turner for the summer in The Newcomer .
IN TROUBLE AND ON THE RUN . . .
After she discovers her sister Tanya dead on the floor of her fashionable New
York City
townhouse, Letty Carnahan is certain she knows who did it: Tanya's ex; sleazy
real estate
entrepreneur Evan Wingfield. Even in the grip of grief and panic Letty heeds
her late sister's
warnings: If anything bad happens to me - it's Evan. Promise me you'll take
Maya and run.
Promise me." So Letty grabs her sister's Mercedes and hits the road . . .
St. Martin's Press
Strict On Sale: May 4/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 448 pages
9781250256966 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion
* Author Events
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* National One Day Laydown
* "Summer Never Ends" Year-Long Advertising
Campaign
* Pre-Order Campaign
* E-Newsletter Advertising
* Indie Bound Campaign
* Blog Outreach
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Extensive Backlist Promotions
* E-Book Downprice Promotions
* Social Media Campaign
* Book Club Outreach
* Author Website: marykayandrews.com
* Active on Facebook: @marykayandrewsauthor
(130k followers)
* Active on Instagram: @marykayandrews (13.5K

WITH A TRUNKFUL OF EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE . . .
. . . and her wailing four-year-old niece Maya. Letty is determined to out-run
Evan and the law,
but run to where? Tanya, a woman with a past shrouded in secrets, left behind
a "go-bag" of cash
and a big honking diamond ring - but only one clue: a faded magazine story
about a sleepy
mom-and-pop motel in a Florida beach town with the improbable name of
Treasure Island.
She sheds her old life and checks into an uncertain future (...)

Author Bio
Mary Kay Andrews is The New York Times bestselling author of The Beach
House Cookbook and more than twenty novels, including The Weekenders,
Ladies' Night, Spring Fever, Summer Rental, The Fixer Upper, Deep Dish,
Blue Christmas, Savannah Breeze, Hissy Fit, Little Bitty Lies, and Savannah
Blues. A former journalist for The Atlanta Journal Constitution, she lives in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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The Safety Trap
A Security Expert's Secrets for Staying Safe in a Dangerous
World
by Spencer Coursen
We are never in more danger than when we feel safe. The Safety Trap
replaces that false sense of securty and complacency with a plan of
action to remain safe in any situation.
The Safety Trap teaches everyone how to protect themselves, their families,
and those around them by being aware of realistic risks and - most importantly
- being prepared for them. Surprisingly, you are actually in the most danger
when you feel the safe. Simply put, feeling safe is the most dangerous thing
you can do.
Author Spencer Coursen is one of the world's leading experts on security and
has protected some of the biggest celebrities, business executives and
professional athletes. Real world lessons from the author's career include:
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 18/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 368 pages
9781250258144 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Health & Fitness / Safety

Notes
Promotion

The Athlete" - A star athlete stirs a media frenzy both on and off the court.
When the boundaries separating work, family, and friendships become blurred
lines, it's hard to keep secrets. . . secret. Lesson: Trust but verify.
"The Diplomat" - Diplomats do most of their work overseas, often in nonpermissive environments. When a situation is about to go from bad to worse,
it helps to have as much of a head start as possible. Lesson: The need for
protective intelligence.
"The Politician" - When you campaign in poetry but govern in prose, one of
the most dangerous things a politician can hear is, "I used to be your biggest
fan." Lesson: Identifying those who pose a threat vs those who express a
threat.

Author Bio
SPENCER COURSEN is a nationally recognized threat management expert
and author of The Safety Trap (St. Martin's Press, 2021.) He has an
exceptional record of success in the assessment, management, and
resolution of threats, conflict resolution, employee terminations, physical
security assessments, expert witness testimony, policy authorship, protective
intelligence, and vulnerability reduction. Mr. Coursen founded Coursen
Security Group (CSG) a premier threat management firm based in Austin,
Texas. CSG provides expert security assessment, consultation, and protective
strategy to help organizations, public figures, and private families succeed in
staying safe.
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Madam
A Novel
by Phoebe Wynne
A riveting, modern gothic debut with shades of The Secret History, The
Stepford Wives, and a dash of Circe, set at a secretive all girls' boarding
school perched on a craggy Scottish peninsula.
For 150 years, high above rocky Scottish cliffs, Caldonbrae Hall has sat
untouched, a beacon of excellence in an old ancestral castle. A boarding
school for girls, it promises that the young women lucky enough to be
admitted will emerge resilient and ready to serve society."

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 18/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 352 pages
9781250272041 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Trade Advertising Campaign
* Pre-Publication Advertising Campaign
* Launch Advertising Campaign
* Digital ABA Whitebox
* Bookseller Outreach
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Advance Access Promotion
* Bookstagrammer Outreach
* Social Media Promotion
* Active on Twitter: https://twitter.com/phoebe_wynne

Into its illustrious midst steps Rose Christie: a 26-year-old Classics teacher,
Caldonbrae's new head of the department, and the first hire for the school in
over a decade. At first, Rose is overwhelmed to be invited into this institution,
whose prestige is unrivaled. But she quickly discovers that behind the school's
elitist veneer lies an impenetrable, starkly traditional culture that she struggles
to reconcile with her modernist beliefs - not to mention her commitment to
educating "girls for the future."
It also doesn't take long for Rose to suspect that there's more to the secret
circumstances surrounding the abrupt departure of her predecessor - a
woman whose ghost lingers everywhere - than anyone is willing to let on. In
her search for this mysterious former teacher, Rose instead uncovers the
darkness that beats at the heart of Caldonbrae, forcing her to confront the true
extent of the school's nefarious purpose, and her own role in perpetuating it.
A darkly feminist tale pitched (...)

Author Bio
Phoebe Wynne worked in education for eight years, teaching Classics in the
UK and English Language and Literature in Paris. She is both British and
French, and currently spends her time between France and England. Madam
is her first novel.
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Promise That You Will Sing About Me
The Power and Poetry of Kendrick Lamar
by Miles Marshall Lewis
From pop culture critic and music journalist Miles Marshall Lewis comes a
book about the power and poetry of Kendrick Lamar!
Kendrick Lamar is one of the most influential rappers, songwriters and record
producers of his generation. Widely known for his incredible lyrics and
powerful music, he is regarded as one of the greatest rappers of all time.
Promise That You Will Sing About Me explores Kendrick Lamar's life, his
roots, his music, his lyrics and how he has shaped the musical landscape of
this generation. With incredible graphic design, quotes, lyrics and commentary
from Ta-Nehisi Coates, Alicia Garza and more, this book provides an in-depth
look at how Kendrick came to be who he is today, his world, how he creates
his lyrics and music, and how he revolutionizes the music industry from the
inside.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 17/21
7.5 x 9.25 • 352 pages
Includes color and black-and-white photographs and
illustrations throughout
9781250231680 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Music / Individual Composer & Musician

Notes
Promotion

Miles Marshall Lewis is one of the most gifted and eloquent cultural critics of
his generation. His astute observations about Kendrick Lamar's formidable
body of work offer ample evidence of the magisterial literacy that courses
through Lamar's densely allusive and complicated lyrics. Promise That You
Will Sing About Me is a timely and poignant meditation on the remarkable
artistry of our pioneering Pulitzer Prize-winning urban wunderkind." - Michael
Eric Dyson, author of the New York Times Bestselling Tears We Cannot
Stop and Jay-Z
"Miles uses his words the way I use my voice: honestly. He's peculiarly
intelligent, the best kind of journalist, fair to the artist without failing to entertain
the reader." - Erykah Badu
"Miles Marshall Lewis is one of the cornerstone writers of his (...)

Author Bio
Miles Marshall Lewis is an American pop culture critic, essayist, literary editor,
fiction writer, and music journalist. He is the author of the memoir Scars of the
Soul Are Why Kids Wear Bandages When They Don't Wear Bruises, as well
as a book on the music of Sly & the Family Stone, There's a Riot Goin' On .
He was also the founder and editor of Bronx Biannual literary journal. Lewis
currently lives in New York City with his wife and two sons.
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A Summer to Remember
A Novel
by Erika Montgomery
An unforgettable tale of love, loss and finding your place that glitters as
brightly as the golden age of Hollywood." - Kristy Woodson Harvey, USA
Today Bestselling author of Feels Like Falling
For thirty-year-old Frankie Simon, selling movie memorabilia in the shop she
opened with her late mother on Hollywood Boulevard is more than just her
livelihood - it's an enduring connection to the only family she has ever known.
But when a mysterious package arrives containing a photograph of her
mother and famous movie stars Glory Cartwright and her husband at a
coastal film festival the year before Frankie's birth, her life begins to unravel in
ways unimaginable.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 11/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 320 pages
9781250278142 • $23.99 • pb
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion

What begins is a journey along a path revealing buried family secrets,
betrayals between lovers, bonds between friends. And for Frankie, as the past
unlocks the present, the chance to learn that memories define who we are,
and that they can show us the meaning of home and the magic of true love.
Experience the salty breeze of a Cape Cod summer as it sweeps through this
sparkling, romantic, and timeless debut novel tinged with a love of old
Hollywood.
"The perfect read for summer. A novel with depth, real emotions, lyrical
writing, and flawed characters with whom to fall in love." - New York
Times bestselling author Karen White
"
A Summer to Remember deftly pulls back the curtain on the truth behind
perceived betrayals and how uncovering a complicated past can heal us." Marjan Kamali, award-winning author of The Stationery Shop
"A timeless tale of romance, Hollywood nostalgia, and family secrets." Meredith Jaeger, USA (...)

Author Bio
A card-carrying cinephile and native New Englander, novelist Erika
Montgomery lives with her family in the Mid-Atlantic where she teaches
creative writing and watches an unspeakable amount of old movies.
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A Summer to Remember
A Novel
by Erika Montgomery
An unforgettable tale of love, loss and finding your place that glitters as
brightly as the golden age of Hollywood." - Kristy Woodson Harvey, USA
Today Bestselling author of Feels Like Falling
For thirty-year-old Frankie Simon, selling movie memorabilia in the shop she
opened with her late mother on Hollywood Boulevard is more than just her
livelihood - it's an enduring connection to the only family she has ever known.
But when a mysterious package arrives containing a photograph of her
mother and famous movie stars Glory Cartwright and her husband at a
coastal film festival the year before Frankie's birth, her life begins to unravel in
ways unimaginable.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 11/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 320 pages
9781250274083 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes
Promotion

What begins is a journey along a path revealing buried family secrets,
betrayals between lovers, bonds between friends. And for Frankie, as the past
unlocks the present, the chance to learn that memories define who we are,
and that they can show us the meaning of home and the magic of true love.
Experience the salty breeze of a Cape Cod summer as it sweeps through this
sparkling, romantic, and timeless debut novel tinged with a love of old
Hollywood.
"The perfect read for summer. A novel with depth, real emotions, lyrical
writing, and flawed characters with whom to fall in love." - New York
Times bestselling author Karen White
"
A Summer to Remember deftly pulls back the curtain on the truth behind
perceived betrayals and how uncovering a complicated past can heal us." Marjan Kamali, award-winning author of The Stationery Shop
"A timeless tale of romance, Hollywood nostalgia, and family secrets." Meredith Jaeger, USA (...)

Author Bio
A card-carrying cinephile and native New Englander, novelist Erika
Montgomery lives with her family in the Mid-Atlantic where she teaches
creative writing and watches an unspeakable amount of old movies.
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Spirit Tech
The Brave New World of Consciousness Hacking and
Enlightenment Engineering
by Wesley J. Wildman and Kate J. Stockly
Technology can now control the spiritual experience. This is a journey
through the high-tech aids for psychological growth that are changing
our world, while exploring the safety, authenticity and ethics of this new
world.
We already rely on technology to manage our health, sleep, relationships, and
finances, so it's no surprise that we're turning to technological aids for the
spiritual journey. From apps that help us pray or meditate, to cybernauts
seeking the fast track to nirvana through magnetic brain stimulation, we are on
the brink of the most transformative revolution in the practice of religion: an
era in which we harness the power of spirit tech" to deepen our experience of
the divine.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 18/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 352 pages
Plus one 8-page color photograph insert
9781250274939 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket

Notes
Promotion

Spirit tech products are rapidly improving in sophistication and power, and
ordinary people need a trustworthy guide. Through their own research and
insiders' access to the top innovators and early adopters, Wes and Kate take
you deep inside an evolving world:
- Find out how increasingly popular "wearables" work on your brain, promising
a shortcut to transformative meditative states.
- Meet the inventor of the "God Helmet" who developed a tool to increase
psychic skills, and overcome fear, sadness, and anger.
- Visit churches that use ayahuasca as their sacrament and explore the
booming industry of psychedelic tourism.
- Journey to a mansion in the heart of Silicon Valley where a group of
scientists and entrepreneurs are working feverishly to bring brain-based spirit
tech applications to the masses.
- Discover a research team who achieved brain-to-brain communication
between individuals thousands of miles apart, harnessing neurofeedback
techniques to sync and share emotions (...)

Author Bio
WESLEY J. WILDMAN, Ph.D. is a professor of philosophy, religion, theology,
and ethics at Boston University and author of over a dozen books. These
include the Outreach Series of accessible introductions to the scientific study
of religion, and Macmillan Reference's two-volume Encyclopedia of Science
and Religion .
KATE STOCKLY, M.A.is a Ph.D. student in Boston University's Graduate
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The Nine
The True Story of a Band of Women Who Survived the Worst of
Nazi Germany
by Gwen Strauss
The powerful, previously untold WWII story of nine female resistance fighters
who banded together to survive the camps and ultimately escaped from a final
death march across war-torn Germany . . .
I love this book. It delivers beauty, grace, horror, and suspense - an important
work that also happens to be a hell of a read!" - Anthony Swofford, author
of Jarhead
"Strauss, niece of one of the nine heroines and third-generation 'Witness of
the Witnesses', answers questions and challenges with great finesse. In a
writing of rare historical accuracy and deep empathy, a woman of today tells
the stories of yesterday." - Agnes Triebel, Secretary General of the
International Buchenwald-Dora Committee
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 4/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 336 pages
15 b+w illustrations throughout
9781250239297 • $38.50 • CL - With dust jacket
History / Military / World War Ii

Notes
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Trade Advertising
* Online Advertising
* Social Media Campaign
* Netgalley Promotion
* Independent Bookseller Outreach
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Library Marketing Campaign
* Extensive Blog Outreach
* Bookstagrammer Campaign
* Organizational Outreach
* TheHistoryReader.com Promotion
* ReadingGroupGold.com Promotion
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Author Website: gwenstrauss.com
* Author Twitter: @StraussGwen
* Author Instagram: @gwenskioski

"With Gwen Strauss' book and the scope of her research, that whole unknown
period came to me as a gift from heaven. . . The precision of the speech, the
delicacy of the style, the joys and misfortunes brought tears that I was happy
to shed." - Marc Spjker, Guigui's son
"At this moment of worldwide chaos and despair, this is a book that reminds
us about what is important, and about finding strength and purpose during the
worst of times. Highly recommended." - Goldie Goldbloom, author of
Paperbark Shoe and On Division.
"It's high time we got our Band of Sisters, and there could be no better author
to tell their story than the riveting and rigorous Strauss. Equal parts
exhilarating, devastating, and inspiring." - Lauren Sandler, author of This is
All I Got

Author Bio
GWEN STRAUSS' poems, short stories and essays have appeared in
numerous journals including The New Republic, London Sunday Times, New
England Review, and Kenyon Review and she has published a collection of
poetry, Trail of Stones . She was born and spent her early years in Haiti.
Strauss lives in Southern France, where she is the Director of the artist's
residency program at the Dora Maar House.
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Digital Body Language
How to Build Trust and Connection, No Matter the Distance
by Erica Dhawan
From Erica Dhawan, co-author of Get Big Things Done, the definitive
guide to communicating and connecting wherever you are.
Email replies that show up a week later. Video chats full of oops sorry no you
go" and "can you hear me?!" Ambiguous text-messages. Weird punctuation
you can't make heads or tails of. Is it any wonder communication takes us so
much time and effort to figure out? How did we lose our innate capacity to
understand each other?

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 11/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 288 pages
9781250246523 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Bus & Econ / Bus Communication / General

Notes
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Trade Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Netgalley Promotion
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Tastemaker Campaign
* Organizational Outreach
* Author Website: ericadhawan.com
* Author Facebook: /EricaDhawan
* Author Twitter: @edhawan (7K followers)
* Author Instagram: @edhawan
* Author LinkedIn: /ericadhawan

Humans rely on body language to connect and build trust, but with most of our
communication happening from behind a screen, traditional body language
signals are no longer visible - or are they? In Digital Body Language, Erica
Dhawan, a go-to thought leader on collaboration and a passionate
communication junkie, combines cutting edge research with engaging
storytelling to decode the new signals and cues that have replaced traditional
body language across genders, generations, and culture. In real life, we lean
in, uncross our arms, smile, nod and make eye contact to show we listen and
care. Online, reading carefully is the new listening. Writing clearly is the new
empathy. And a phone or video call is worth a thousand emails.
Digital Body Language will turn your daily misunderstandings into a set of
collectively understood laws that foster connection, no matter the distance.
Dhawan investigates a wide array of exchanges - from large conferences and
video meetings to daily emails, texts, IMs, and conference calls - and offers
insights and solutions to build trust and clarity to anyone in our ever changing
world.

Author Bio
Erica Dhawan is the Founder & CEO of Cotential. She has spoken on global
stages ranging from the World Economic Forum at Davos to companies
including FedEx, KPMG, and Pepsico.
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Insanity Defense
Why Our Failure to Confront Hard National Security Problems
Makes Us Less Safe
by Jane Harman
An insider's account of America's ineffectual approach to some of the hardest
defense and intelligence issues in the three decades since the Cold War
ended
Insanity can be defined as doing the same thing over and over again but
expecting a different result. As a nation, America has cycled through the same
defense and intelligence issues since the end of the Cold War. In Insanity
Defense, Congresswoman Jane Harman chronicles how four administrations
have failed to confront some of the toughest national security policy issues
and suggests achievable fixes that can move us toward a safer future.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 18/21
5.38 x 8.25 • 272 pages
9781250758774 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Political Science / Political Freedom & Security /
International Security

Notes
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Academic Marketing Campaign
* Discussion Guide Available Online
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Goodreads Promotion
* NetGalley Promotion
* Organizational Outreach

The reasons for these inadequacies are varied and complex, in some cases
going back generations. American leaders didn't realize soon enough that the
institutions and habits formed during the Cold War were no longer effective in
an increasingly multi-power world transformed by digital technology and riven
by ethno-sectarian conflict. Nations freed from the fear of the Soviets no
longer deferred to America as before. Yet the United States settled into a
comfortable, at times arrogant, position as the lone superpower. At the same
time our governing institutions, which had stayed resilient, however
imperfectly, through multiple crises, began their own unraveling.
Congresswoman Harman was there--as witness, legislator, exhorter, enabler,
dissident and, eventually, outside advisor and commentator. Insanity Defense
is an insider's account of decades of American national security--of its failures
and omissions--and a roadmap to making significant progress on solving
these perennially difficult issues

Author Bio
JANE HARMAN resigned from Congress in 2011 to join the Wilson Center as
its first female president and CEO. During her long public career, Harman has
been recognized as a national expert at the nexus of security and public policy
issues, and has received numerous awards for distinguished service. She is a
member of the Defense Policy Board, the Homeland Security Advisory
Committee, serves on the Executive Committee of the Trilateral Commission,
and the Advisory Board of the Munich Security Conference. Harman co-chairs
the Homeland Security Experts Group with former Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Chertoff.
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The Executive Order
A Novel
by David Fisher
In this one-step-ahead-of-the-headlines thriller, a reporter races to
uncover a conspiracy when he learns that the post-Trump president
elected to heal the nation has more sinister plans.
In a post-Trump world, a relatively unknown candidate, Ian Wrightman, is
elected president to heal a nation frayed by years of extreme partisanship.
When a series of coordinated terrorist attacks rock the United States,
Wrightman begins to take more and more executive control in the name of
protecting democracy.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 18/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781250183453 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Political

But DC reporter and war veteran Rollie Stone uncovers evidence that the
attacks might be coming from somewhere much closer to home. As
Wrightman's executive orders turn to declarations of war and restriction of
rights, Rollie is forced on the run as he tries to get the information into the
right hands. But who can he trust?
In this all-too-realistic thriller inspired by the Sinclair Lewis classic, It Can't
Happen Here, one journalist will do whatever it takes to stop his country
turning from democracy to dictatorship.

Notes

Praise for David Fisher:

Promotion

David Fisher [writes] the heart-pounding pulse of history." - Diane Sawyer for
Lincoln's Last Trial

* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Library Marketing Campaign
* NetGalley Promotion
* Goodreads Promotion
* CriminalElement.com Promotion
* Blog Outreach
* Bookstagram Campaign

"An engrossing legal thriller." - Publishers Weekly for Lincoln's Last Trial
"A fascinating tale of intrigue." -Fredericksburg Book Review for John
Adams Under Fire

Author Bio
David Fisheris the author of more than twenty New York Times bestsellers
and coauthor of Bill O'Reilly's Legends and Lies series. His work has also
appeared in most major magazines and many newspapers. He lives in New
York with his wife and two sons.
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Other People's Words
Wisdom for an Inspired and Productive Life
by Seth M. Siegel
An inspiring collection of New York Times bestselling author Seth M.
Siegel's favorite quotations that he has gathered over the years.
Throughout our lives, and even more so amid the insanity of our current world,
there is often times nothing more comforting and inspiring than Other
People's Words.
New York Times bestselling author Seth M. Siegel has been gathering quotes
he finds to be exceptional for many years, and has finally organized them all
into this beautiful and upifting collection. In this book, the words of famous
people throughout history come together to motivate, and teach. Words have
the power to start movements, bring people together, make us laugh, make us
cry, and most importantly, heal us.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 4/21
5.38 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781250132567 • $26.99 • cl
Reference / Quotations

Notes
Promotion
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Goodreads Promotion
* Social Media Campaign
* Author Website: SethMSiegel.com
* Author Facebook: /SethMSiegel/
* Author Twitter: @SethMSiegel (10.3k)

Other People's Words is the perfect gift for friends, loved ones, graduates,
and anyone looking for a little inspiration.

Author Bio
SETH M. SIEGEL is a lawyer, an activist, a serial entrepreneur and the author
of the New York Times bestseller Let There Be Water . His writing has
appeared in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles
Times, and in leading publications in Europe and Asia. He has spoken on
water policy hundreds of times around the world and in Congress, the United
Nations, the World Bank, and at dozens of leading universities. He is married
and lives in New York City.
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Justice Is Coming
How Progressives Are Going to Take Over the Country and
America Is Going to Love It
by Cenk Uygur
A manifesto that outlines the progressive vision, recent history and
worldview - by the founder of The Young Turks and co-founder of
Justice Democrats.
Right now, the shelves are filled with books on Donald Trump, as if everything
was just hunky dory before the orange buffoon took over. Well, it wasn't. What
ails America goes far beyond Trump, but don't worry - progressives are going
to take over the country and America is going to love it. In fact, in many ways
we already have.
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In Justice Is Coming, The Young Turks founder Cenk Uygur presents two
central ideas that counter everything we hear from pundits and politicians on a
daily basis: one, progressives are correct on all of the issues, and two,
America is actually a very progressive country. Millions of us know that we are
not isolated individuals - we are a part of something larger, a movement that is
already transforming Washington.
This compulsively readable manifesto seeks to apply the momentum we have
already built to a concrete progressive agenda that activists, voters, and
citizens can all rally around. It looks beyond Trump to the larger historical
forces that have given us this unique political moment, and explains why we
should fight, how we should fight, and how we can - and will - win.
Look out, Washington. We are building an army. This book is our battle plan.

Author Bio
CENK UYGUR is the host, founder and CEO of The Young Turks, the largest
online news show in the world. He co-founded the Justice Democrats, a
political action committee that has helped launch the careers of several major
progressive politicians. He was previously the host of MSNBC Live," and has
appeared as a commentator on CNN, ABC News, NPR, Headline News, Al
Jazeera, and Fox, among others. He graduated from the Wharton School of
Business at University of Pennsylvania and Columbia Law School.
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Ethel Rosenberg
An American Tragedy
by Anne Sebba
New York Times bestselling author Anne Sebba's moving biography of
Ethel Rosenberg, the wife and mother whose execution for espionagerelated crimes defined the Cold War and horrified the world.
In June 1953, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, a couple with two young sons,
were led separately from their prison cells on Death Row and electrocuted
moments apart. Both had been convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage
for the Soviet Union, despite the fact that the US government was aware that
the evidence against Ethel was shaky at best and based on the perjury of her
own brother.
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This book is the first to focus on one half of that couple for more than thirty
years, and much new evidence has surfaced since then. Ethel was a bright
girl who might have fulfilled her personal dream of becoming an opera singer,
but instead found herself struggling with the social mores of the 1950's. She
longed to be a good wife and perfect mother to her two small boys, while
battling the political paranoia of the McCarthy era, anti-Semitism, misogyny,
and a mother who never valued her. Because of her profound love for and
loyalty to her husband, she refused to incriminate him, despite government
pressure on her to do so. Instead, she courageously faced the death penalty
for a crime she hadn't committed, orphaning her two young sons.
Seventy years after her trial, this is the first time Ethel's (...)

Author Bio
ANNE SEBBA is a biographer, lecturer, and former Reuters foreign
correspondent who has written several books, including That Woman and Les
Parisiennes, and is a member of the Society of Authors Executive Committee.
She lives in London.
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Wanting
The Power of Mimetic Desire in Everyday Life
by Luke Burgis
A groundbreaking exploration of why we want what we want, and a
toolkit for freeing ourselves from chasing unfulfilling desires
As an undergraduate studying philosophy at Stanford, Peter Thiel met French
polymath Rene Girard and was introduced to his theory of mimetic desire" the idea that most human wanting comes from imitating what other people
desire, rather than from an innate sense of need. Inducted into the Academie
Francaise as the "Darwin of the social sciences," Girard is largely unknown
outside academic circles. But because of Girard, Thiel knew that Facebook
would thrive because it offered a window into people's curated presentation of
the best parts of their lives, thereby satisfying our need to look for "models"
who tell us what to desire.
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According to Girard, each of us is surrounded by people who generate, shape,
and manipulate our desires at every turn. Mimetic desire is no mere tool of
advertisers but a reality that affects our daily lives in romance, work, fitness,
politics, and parenting. Mimetic desire is a secret, unacknowledged,
sophisticated form of adult imitation that drives a larger degree of human
behavior than anybody ever realized.
The consequences of mimetic desire are startling. Because people learn to
want what other people want, they are easily drawn into rivalries and conflict.
According to Girard, people don't fight because they want different things; they
fight because, though mimetic desire, they start to want the same things. But
mimetic desire does not have to be in control. We are free to choose. And
those who understand mimetic desire have a tremendous advantage over
those (...)

Author Bio
LUKE BURGIS has co-created and led four companies in wellness, consumer
products, and technology. He's currently Entrepreneur-in-Residence and
Director of Programs at the Ciocca Center for Principled Entrepreneurship at
the Catholic University of America, where he also teaches business. Luke has
helped form and serves on the board of several new K-12 education initiatives
and writes and speaks regularly about the education of desire. He studied
business at NYU Stern and philosophyand theology at a pontifical university in
Rome. He's Managing Partner of Fourth Wall Ventures, an incubator that he
started, which trains and invests in people and companies that contribute to a
healthy human ecology. He lives in Washington, D.C., with his wife, Claire,
and writes regularly at lukeburgis.com.
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Chasing the Lion
by A. J. Tata
Tata proves he is at the top of his game with Chasing the Lion, a thriller
that spans the globe seemingly one step ahead of the headlines." - Jack
Carr, NYT bestselling author of Savage Son

Chasing the Lion is a globe-spanning thriller that introduces Army Lieutenant
General Garrett Sinclair as he and his special ops team race against time to
stop the viral spread of a deadly psychoactive nerve agent in the hands of
Iranian Quds Force commander General Dariush Parizad, known as The Lion
of Tabas .
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With the inauguration of the nation's first female president rapidly
approaching, tensions increase as the crowd is anticipated to be the largest
ever, making for a vulnerable target for Parizad. But as Sinclair and his team
plumb the depths of their mission, a more personal mystery comes into focus.
Was Sinclair's wife murdered for her connection to the president-elect?
Sinclair is an unstoppable force as he must solve the puzzle and confront
Parizad, who remains one step ahead of himleading up to Inauguration Day.
"
Full of energy and snapping with action, Chasing the Lion is Tony Tata at his
best. A timely read that's right on target." - Marc Cameron, New York Times
bestselling author
"With Chasing the Lion, General Tony Tata has crafted another heart pounding
thriller. With his keen political eye and sharply drawn characters, Tata has
created (...)

Author Bio
A. J. TATA, Brigadier General, U.S. Army (Retired), commanded combat units
in the 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions and the 10th Mountain Division. His
last combat tour was in Afghanistan in 2007 where he earned the Combat
Action Badge and Bronze Star Medal. He is the author of numerous national
bestselling novels, including books from The Captain Jake Mahegan and
Threat Series. He is the National Security Expert for One America News
Network and a frequent foreign policy guest commentator on Fox News and
CNN.
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Haven Point
A Novel
by Virginia Hume
A sweeping debut novel about the generations of a family that spends
summers in a seaside enclave on Maine's rocky coastline, for fans of
Elin Hilderbrand, Beatriz Williams, and Sarah Blake.
In 1944, Maren Larsen is a blonde beauty from a small Minnesota farming
town, determined to do her part to help the war effort - and to see the world
beyond her family's cornfields. As a cadet nurse at Walter Reed Medical
Center, she's swept off her feet by Dr. Oliver Demarest, a handsome Boston
Brahmin whose family spends summers in an insular community on the rocky
coast of Maine.
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Maren soon discovers that the residents of Haven Point are skeptical of
newcomers, and their quick wartime marriage raises eyebrows. Although the
chilly reception gives her pause, Maren can't deny the charm of the old house
on the cliff, and she vows to make Oliver's family her own.
But during the summer of 1970, tragedy strikes otherwise idyllic Haven Point and in the aftermath, Oliver and Maren's seventeen-year-old daughter, Annie,
vows never to return.
Nearly fifty years later, Maren's granddaughter, Skye, has arrived in Maine to
help scatter Annie's ashes. Maren knows that Skye inherited her mother's
view of Haven Point, and that she finds the place - and the people - snobbish
and petty. But she also knows that Annie never told her daughter the whole
truth about what happened that fateful summer.
Over seven decades of a changing (...)

Author Bio
Virginia Hume is a freelance writer and editor in Washington, D.C. Her early
career was spent in public affairs and political communications. She lives in
Chevy Chase, Maryland with her husband, their daughters, and an undergroomed bichon named Chester.
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A Letter to My White Male Friends
by Dax-Devlon Ross
In A Letter to My White Male Friends, Dax-Devlon Ross speaks directly
to the millions of middle-aged white men who are suddenly awakening
to race and racism.
Finally, white men are realizing that simply not being racist isn't enough to end
racism. These men want deeper insight not only into how racism has harmed
black people, but, for the first time, into how it has harmed them . They are
beginning to see that racism warps us all. A Letter to My White Male Friends
promises to help the millions of white men who have said they are committed
to change and develop the capacity to see, feel and sustain that commitment
so they can help secure racial justice for us all.
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In part 1, Dax-Devlon Ross helps readers understand what it meant to be
America's first generation raised after the civil rights era. He explains how we
were all educated with colorblind narratives and symbols that typically, albeit
implicitly, privileged whiteness and denigrated blackness. He provides the
context and color of his own experiences in white schools so that white men
can revisit moments in their lives where racism was in the room even when
they didn't see it enter.
In part 2, Ross shows how learning to see the harm that racism did to him,
and forgiving himself, gave him the empathy to see the harm it does to white
people as well.
In part 3, he offers white men direction so that they can take just action in their
workplace, community, family, and, most importantly, in themselves, especially
in the future when race is no longer in the spotlight.

Author Bio
Dax-Devlon Ross has led a career as an educator, non-profit executive, equity
consultant, and journalist. After receiving his J.D. from George Washington
University, he joined New York City Teaching Fellows. He is the founding
Executive Director of After-School All-Stars in New York and New Jersey, and
was the winner of the National Association of Black Journalists' Investigative
Reporting Award. Currently he is a fellow at Type Media Center.A Letter to
My White Male Friends is his sixth book.
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The Stowaway
A Novel
by James Murray and Darren Wearmouth
From internationally bestselling authors James Murray and Darren
Wearmouth comes The Stowaway, a suspenseful masterpiece that
leaves a cruise ship stranded at sea with a serial killer hiding aboard. . .
Two years ago, Maria Fontana was the deciding vote on a jury that set alleged
serial killer Wyatt Butler free. Now, she and her family are enjoying vacation
on a two week long transatlantic cruise. But when passengers are discovered
brutally murdered in a similar way to Butler's ritualistic MO, the ship goes on
lockdown. Maria, one of only twelve people in the world with intimate
knowledge of the case, faces a perilous ticking clock. Is it a copycat? Or is
she trapped on board with the bloodthirsty maniac she chose to set free?
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JAMES S. MURRAY is a writer, executive producer, and actor, best known as
Murr" on the hit television show Impractical Jokers on truTV. He is the
bestselling author of the novels Awakened and The Brink . Originally from
Staten Island, he now lives in Manhattan.
DARREN WEARMOUTH is a bestselling author and co-author of many
novels. He is a member of the International Thriller Writers Group and the
British Science Fiction Association, and currently lives in Manchester,
England.
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Dominus
A Novel of the Roman Empire
by Steven Saylor
Following his international bestsellers Roma and Empire, Saylor continues his
saga of the greatest, most storied empire in history from the eternal city at the
very center of it
A.D. 165: The empire of Rome has reached its pinnacle. Pax Roma reigns
from Britannia to Egypt, from Gaul to Greece. Emperor Marcus Aurelius
oversees a golden age and the ancient Pinarius family of artisans embellish
the greatest city on Earth with gilded statues and towering marble
monuments. But history does not stand still. The years to come bring wars,
plagues, fires, and famines. The best emperors in history are succeeded by
some of the worst. Barbarians descend, eventually appearing before the gates
of Rome itself. Chaos engulfs the empire.
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Through it all, the Pinarius family endures, thanks in no small part to the
fascinum, a protective talisman older than Rome itself, handed down through
countless generations.
But on the fringes of society, a band of troublesome cultists disseminate
dangerous and seditious ideas. They call themselves Christians. Some
emperors deal with the Christians with toleration, others with bloody
persecution. Then one emperor does the unthinkable. He becomes a
Christian himself and the revolution he sets in motion will change the world
forever.
Spanning 160 years and seven generations, teeming with some of ancient
Rome?s most vivid figures, Saylor's epic brings to vivid life some of the most
tumultuous and consequential chapters of human history, events which
reverberate still.
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Steven Saylor is the author of the long running Roma Sub Rosa series
featuring Gordianus the Finder, as well as the New York Times bestselling
novel, Roma and its follow-up, Empire . He has appeared as an on-air expert
on Roman history and life on The History Channel. Saylor was born in Texas
and graduated with high honors from The University of Texas at Austin, where
he studied history and classics. He divides his time between Berkeley,
California, and Austin, Texas.
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Game On
Why College Admission Is Rigged and How to Beat the System
by Susan F. Paterno
In Game On, Susan F. Paterno - Director of the Chapman University
journalism program and mother of four recent college grads - leads you
through the admissions process to help you and your family make the
best decision possible.
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Is the college admissions game really stacked against you? Is it getting
tougher to get into top schools - into any school - or not? How will COVID-19
change all of these things? Susan F. Paterno, a lifelong academic who knows
what it takes to get the best candidates enrolled in her institution, answers
these pressing issues and many more in Game On . Paterno is also a mother
who has had to help navigate four very different kids' applications to a wide
swath of colleges and to pay for those four-year schools on a finite budget. In
her book, she smartly assesses the two poles of the college admissions
process: the big picture and the nitty gritty forms-and-scores-and-disclosures.
Readers will learn how to use a sorting hat of their own devising - narrowing
your focus, knowing how the sausage gets made, and how to find a good
financial fit before considering anything else, including geography and
reputation (and, certainly, ranking).
Among the tools and insights Paterno offers:
- How to read beyond the rack rate for tuition, room, and board
- How to negotiate your financial package once it's offered
- The difference between family debt and student debt and how to split it
- How to make the fact that schools select their admits with a blend of 90%
logic and 10% emotion work for you
An (...)

Author Bio
Susan F. Paterno is the director of the journalism program at Chapman
University in Orange, CA and an award-winning journalist with more than
twenty years' experience as a reporter, writer and columnist. A senior writer for
American Journalism Review," Professor Paterno has also written for the Los
Angeles Times, the New York Times, U.S. News & World Report, and many
other publications. She has collaborated on a half dozen books, including
writing The Newswriters Handbook and Talk Straight, Listen Carefully: The Art
of Interviewing with M.L. Stein.
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The Hitler Years: Triumph, 1933-1939
by Frank McDonough
From historian Frank McDonough, the first volume of a new chronicle of
the Third Reich under Hitler's hand.
On January 30th, 1933, Adolf Hitler was appointed the German Chancellor of
a coalition government by President Hindenburg. Within a few months he had
installed a dictatorship, jailing and killing his leftwing opponents, terrorizing the
rest of the population and driving Jews out of public life. He embarked on a
crash program of militaristic Keynesianism, reviving the economy and
achieving full employment through massive public works, vast armaments
spending and the cancellations of foreign debts. After the grim years of the
Great Depression, Germany seemed to have been reborn as a brutal and
determined European power.
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Over the course of the years from 1933 to 1939, Hitler won over most of the
population to his vision of a renewed Reich. In these years of domestic
triumph, cunning maneuvers, pitting neighboring powers against each other
and biding his time, we see Hitler preparing for the moment that would realize
his ambition. But what drove Hitler's success was also to be the fatal flaw of
his regime: a relentless belief in war as the motor of greatness, a dream of
vast conquests in Eastern Europe and anastonishingly fanatical racism.
In The Hitler Years: Triumph, Frank McDonough charts the rise and fall of the
Third Reich under Hitler's through Germany's comprehensive military defeat
of Poland in 1939.

A very well-written and lavishly illustrated history on the rise of Hitler (from
1933 to 1939). With an eye for telling detail, McDonough tells the monstrous
but well-known story in (...)

Author Bio
Professor Frank McDonough is an internationally renowned expert on the
Third Reich. He studied history at Balliol College, Oxford and gained a PhD
from Lancaster University. He has written many critically acclaimed books on
the Third Reich. He has appeared on TV and radio numerous times and was
featured in a six-part series Nazi Secrets" for National Geographic in 2012,
and a ten-part series "The Rise of the Nazis" for the Discovery Channel in
2014. The US History Network placed Frank's popular Twitter account
@FXMC1957 in the Top 30 most popular historical Twitter accounts in the
World.
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What a Dog Knows
A Novel
by Susan Wilson
From New York Times bestselling author Susan Wilson comes What a
Dog Knows, another heartwarming novel about humans and the dogs
that change our lives.
Ruby Heartwood has always lived a life on the move. As a traveling psychic,
she makes her living working at carnivals and festivals and circuses around
New England. It's a life Ruby has made peace with - settling in one place has
never been for her. She needs no one, and no one needs her.
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Until one night, when she is camped by the side of the road in her trusty
Volkswagon Westie" van, a fierce thunder and lightning storm erupts. In the
middle of the downpour, she hears a distinct voice telling her to "let me in." In
jumps a little black and white dog, and to Ruby's astonishment, she can hear
the dog's thoughts. Has she been struck by lightning? Did the storm do this?
Is she losing her mind?
It turns out, Ruby can hear many dogs' thoughts. She decides to set up semipermanent residency in the town of Harmony Farms, until she can sort out
what is going on, and who the little dog, Hitch, belongs to. But some people in
Harmony Farms don't want her there. And it seems that events keep
preventing Ruby from leaving. What secrets is this town keeping? Why was
she meant to find this dog? And what has Ruby really been running from, all
these (...)

Author Bio
Susan Wilson is the bestselling author of books including One Good Dog,
Cameo Lake and Beauty, a modern retelling of Beauty and the Beast, which
was made into a CBS-TV movie. She lives on Martha's Vineyard.
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The Therapist
A Novel
by B. A. Paris
The multimillion-copy New York Times bestselling author B.A. Paris
returns to her heartland of gripping psychological suspense in The
Therapist - a powerful tale of a house that holds a shocking secret.
When Alice and Leo move into a newly renovated house in The Circle, a
gated community of exclusive houses, it is everything they've dreamed of. But
appearances can be deceptive. . .
As Alice is getting to know her neighbours, she discovers a devastating secret
about her new home, and begins to feel a strong connection with Nina, the
therapist who lived there before.
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Alice becomes obsessed with trying to piece together what happened two
years before. But no one wants to talk about it. Her neighbors are keeping
secrets and things are not as perfect as they seem.

Author Bio
B. A. PARIS is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of
Behind Closed Doors, The Breakdown, Bring Me Back, The Dilemma, and
The Therapist . She grew up in England but has spent most of her adult life in
France. She has worked both in finance and as a teacher.
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The Therapist
A Novel
by B. A. Paris
The multimillion-copy New York Times bestselling author B.A. Paris
returns to her heartland of gripping psychological suspense in The
Therapist - a powerful tale of a house that holds a shocking secret.
When Alice and Leo move into a newly renovated house in The Circle, a
gated community of exclusive houses, it is everything they've dreamed of. But
appearances can be deceptive. . .
As Alice is getting to know her neighbours, she discovers a devastating secret
about her new home, and begins to feel a strong connection with Nina, the
therapist who lived there before.
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Alice becomes obsessed with trying to piece together what happened two
years before. But no one wants to talk about it. Her neighbors are keeping
secrets and things are not as perfect as they seem.

Author Bio
B. A. PARIS is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of
Behind Closed Doors, The Breakdown, Bring Me Back, The Dilemma, and
The Therapist . She grew up in England but has spent most of her adult life in
France. She has worked both in finance and as a teacher.
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Shoulder Season
A Novel
by Christina Clancy
A dazzling portrait of a young woman coming into her own, the youthful
allure of sex, drugs, and rock and roll, and what we lose - and gain when we leave home.
The small town of Lake Geneva, Wisconsin is an unlikely location for a
Playboy Resort, and nineteen-year old Sherri Taylor is an unlikely bunny.
Growing up in neighboring East Troy, Sherri plays the organ at the local
church and has never felt comfortable in her own skin. But when her parents
die in quick succession, she leaves the only home she's ever known for the
chance to be part of a glamorous slice of history. In the winter of 1981, in a
costume two sizes too small, her toes pinched by stilettos, Sherri joins the
daughters of dairy farmers and factory workers for the defining experience of
her life.
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Living in the bunny hutch" - Playboy's version of a college dorm - Sherri gets
her education in the joys of sisterhood, the thrill of financial independence, the
magic of first love, and the heady effects of sex, drugs, and rock and roll. But
as spring gives way to summer, Sherri finds herself caught in a romantic
triangle - and the tragedy that ensues will haunt her for the next forty years.
From the Midwestern prairie to the California desert, from Wisconsin lakes to
the Pacific Ocean, this is a story of what happens when small town life is
sprinkled with stardust, and what we lose - and gain - when we leave home.
With a heroine to root for and a narrative to get lost in, Shoulder (...)

Promotion
Author Bio
Christina Clancy's work has appeared in the New York Times, The
Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune, The Sun Magazine and in various
literary journals, including Glimmer Train, Pleiades and Hobart. She holds a
PhD in Creative Writing from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The
Second Home is her first novel.
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Long Train Runnin'
Our Story of the Doobie Brothers
by Chris Epting, Pat Simmons and Tom Johnston
For the first time, the incredible true story of the legendary band, The
Doobie Brothers, written by the founding members.

Only a very few rock bands that have had the longevity, success, and drama
of The Doobie Brothers. Born out of late 1960s NoCal, they stood alongside
their contemporaries The Grateful Dead, The Allman Brothers, and many
others as an iconic American rock band. The train was rolling along, hits were
flowing like wine, and arenas were packed with fans who wanted to see them
live. . . then Tom Johnston, the band's front man and lead guitarist, almost
died.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 13/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 448 pages
Includes color endpapers plus two 16-page color
photograph inserts
9781250270054 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Biography / Composers & Musicians

The Doobies' train came to a screeching halt. All of a sudden the band started
contemplating the end of the road only seven years into their career, just as
things were taking off.

Notes

This was actually far from the end. A soul-steeped backup singer for Steely
Dan named Michael McDonald took a shot at singing some of the Doobies'
songs on tour, and all of a sudden a new chapter in the Doobie Brothers' story
began. The band changed their sound and had numerous number one hits
with their new front man. Tom recovered from his health issues, but the band
had moved on. When it came time for a reunion concert in the '80s, Tom got
the call and was back in the mix. They've been touring ever since and
maintain a massive fan base the world over.

Promotion

Never before have they shared their story, in their own words. In Long Train
Runnin' they'll change that.

* Author Events
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Goodreads Promotion
* NetGalley Promotion
* Extensive Blog Outreach
* Radio Station Outreach
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Influencer Campaign
* Organizational Outreach
* Author Website: thedoobiebrothers.com
* Author Facebook: /thedoobiebrothers (1.5M
followers)
* Author Twitter: @TheDoobieBros (58K followers)
* Author Instagram: @doobiebrothersofficial (42.7K

Author Bio
PAT SIMMONS and TOM JOHNSTON are founding members of The Doobie
Brothers, 4 time Grammy winners and Rock and Roll Hall of Famers. Their
album Best of the Doobies has sold more than 12 million copies, achieving the
rare Diamond Certification (less than 100 albums have done this).
CHRIS EPTING is an author and award-winning journalist who has written for
many publications including The Los Angeles Times, The Wall Street Journal,
and Loudwire. His books include Change of Seasons, Adrenalized, and
Making Waves.
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Secrets of the Force
The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of Star
Wars
by Mark A. Altman and Edward Gross
From the authors of The Fifty-Year Mission and So Say We All, comes
the first and only comprehensive oral history of the Star Wars movie
franchise.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 13/21
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9781250236876 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket
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For the past four decades, no film saga has touched the world in the way that
Star Wars has, capturing the imaginations of filmgoers and filmmakers alike.
Now, for the first time ever, Edward Gross and Mark A. Altman, the bestselling
authors of The Fifty-Year Mission, are telling the entire story of this
blockbuster franchise from the very beginning in a single exhaustive volume.
Featuring the commentaries of hundreds of actors and filmmakers involved
with and impacted by Star Wars, as well as writers, commentators, critics,
executives, authors, film historians, toy experts and many more, Secrets of
the Force, will reveal all in Altman and Gross's critically acclaimed oral history
format from the birth of the original film through the latest sequels and the new
televisions series.

Author Bio
MARK A. ALTMAN has been hailed as the world's foremost Trekspert" by the
LOS ANGELES TIMES. Altman is a former journalist for such publications as
THE BOSTON GLOBE, CINEFANTASTIQUE and GEEK. He is also the
writer/producer of the beloved romantic comedy, FREE ENTERPRISE,
starring William Shatner and Eric McCormack as well as the hit TV series
AGENT X, CASTLE, NECESSARY ROUGHNESS and FEMME FATALES.
EDWARD GROSS has an extensive history of covering film and television as
a member of the editorial staff of a wide variety of magazines, including
CINESCAPE, STARLOG, CINEFANTASTIQUE, SFX, FEMME FATALES,
MOVIE MAGIC, LIFE STORY and SCI-FI NOW. He has written numerous
non-fiction books and, along with THE FIFTY-YEAR MISSION coauthor Mark
Altman, has written more about Star Trek over the past 35 years than just
about anyone else.
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A Woman of Intelligence
A Novel
by Karin Tanabe
From a master of historical fiction" (NPR), an exhilarating tale of postwar New York City, and one remarkable woman's journey from the United
Nations, to the cloistered drawing rooms of Manhattan society, to the
secretive ranks of the FBI.
A Fifth Avenue address, parties at the Plaza, two healthy sons, and the ideal
husband: what looks like a perfect life for Katharina Edgeworth is anything
but. It's 1954, and the post-war American dream has become a nightmare.
A born and bred New Yorker, Katharina is the daughter of immigrants, IvyLeague-educated, and speaks four languages. As a single girl in 1940s
Manhattan, she is a translator at the newly formed United Nations, devoting
her days to her work and the promise of world peace - and her nights to
cocktails and the promise of a good time.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 20/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781250231505 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

Notes

Now the wife of a beloved pediatric surgeon and heir to a shipping fortune,
Katharina is trapped in a gilded cage, desperate to escape the constraints of
domesticity. So when she is approached by the FBI and asked to join their
ranks as an informant, Katharina seizes the opportunity. A man from her past
has become a high-level Soviet spy, but no one has been able to infiltrate his
circle. Enter Katharina, the perfect woman for the job.
Navigating the demands of the FBI and the secrets of the KGB, she becomes
a courier, carrying stolen government documents from D.C.
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Author Bio
KARIN TANABEis the author of five novels, including A Hundred Suns and
The Gilded Years (soon to be a major motion picture starring Zendaya, who
will produce alongside Reese Witherspoon/Hello Sunshine). A former Politico
reporter, her writing has also been featured in The Washington Post, Miami
Herald, Chicago Tribune, and Newsday . She has appeared as a celebrity and
politics expert on Entertainment Tonight, CNN, and CBS Early Show. A
graduate of Vassar College, Karin lives in Washington, DC.
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The Life-Changing Science of Detecting Bullshit
by John V. Petrocelli, Academic
The Life-Changing Science of Detecting Bullshit explains how bullshit works,
and how critical thinking skills can be used to successfully detect and thwart
its unwanted effects.
Bullshit--that which results from communicating with little to no regard for
truth, verifiable evidence, or existing knowledge--is an extremely undesirable
social and communicative substance, that can be found in almost every
domain of life. Either through social media, real news, fake news,
salespeople, or casual conversation with others, people are constantly
bombarded with bullshit. Growing interest and concern has recently elevated
bullshit and bullshitting to the status of technical, behavioral terms and its very
own field of study. It turns out science has some important things to say about
these issues, including when bullshitting is most likely to occur, its
consequences, and what we can do about it.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 27/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 320 pages
9781250271624 • $38.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Psychology / Social Psychology

Notes

The Life-Changing Science of Detecting Bullshit will demonstrate for readers
how they, and even experts, are susceptible to bullshit and actively engage in
bullshitting, and how real-world bullshit artists successfully operate to sell us
wine, jewelry, automobiles, and homes. Readers will come to see how the
science of bullshit has important applied implications and how fine-tuning their
bullshit detectors and becoming more competent disposers of BS can prevent
it from wreaking havoc on their lives and relationships.

Author Bio
Promotion
* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* NetGalley Promotion
* Social media campaign
* Independent Bookseller Outreach
* Organizational Outreach
* Author Twitter: @JohnVPetro

John V. Petrocelli is an experimental social psychologist and Professor of
Psychology at Wake Forest University. His research examines the causes and
consequences of BS and BSing in the way of better understanding and
improving BS detection and disposal. Petrocelli's research contributions also
include attitudes and persuasion and the intersections of counterfactual
thinking with learning, memory and decision making. His research has
appeared in the top journals of his field including the Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology . Petrocelli also serves an Associate Editor of
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
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Eloquence of the Sardine
Extraordinary Encounters Beneath the Sea
by Bill Francois
Bill Francois' Eloquence of the Sardine is a charming narrative
nonfiction book about the secret lives of fishes.
If we listen to the ocean, what do we hear? What can it teach us? How can it
change us?
Written by a marine scientist (and winner of French eloquence competitions),
this work of narrative non-fiction blends Bill Francois' personal story with that
of sea creatures to create an original and exciting work. In poetic prose, he
describes his unlikely journey from being a Parisian child, afraid of the water
and crippled by self-consciousness, to an eloquent and self-assured young
man with a passion for the ocean and all who inhabit it. In doing so, he tells
the stories of sardines, anchovies, eels, suckerfish, and whales (to name a
few), and demystifies these creatures' fascinating conversations.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 17/21
5.38 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781250272430 • $36.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Nature / Fish

Notes
Promotion
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Independent Bookseller Campaign
* Social Media Campaign
* Organizational Outreach
* Blog and Instagram Outreach
* HistoryReader.com Promotion
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Library Marketing Campaign

A mix between science and storytelling from the past and present, Eloquence
of the Sardine is an invitation to dive deep and learn from the secrets of the
ocean.

A fluid and poetic declaration of love to the world underneath the water." Cosinus
"A magical book." - TeleZ

Author Bio
Bill Francois is a physicist passionate about the marine world. He studied at
the ENS school in Paris and then devoted himself to research on
hydrodynamics. The eloquence contests he won, like the Le Grand Oral on
France 2, propelled him to become passionate about his other world: that of
words. He mixes these universes to relay the importance of protecting our
oceans.
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Trial by Fire
A Novel
by P. T. Deutermann
Based on a true story - a dramatic WWII novel of attack, survival, and
triumph on board an aircraft carrier in the Pacific.
March 19, 1945: The war in the Pacific approaches its apocalyptic climax. The
largest wartime armada ever assembled, Task Force 58, is closing in on
Okinawa; once taken, it will finally put American B-29 bombers in range of the
home islands of Japan - and victory.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 13/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 320 pages
9781250273048 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Series: P. T. Deutermann WWII Novels
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At the heart of the fleet are 14 Essex-class aircraft carriers, including the USS
Franklin, known as Big Ben" - a 27,000-ton behemoth, home to 3,500
crewmen and 100 aircraft. Just after dawn, while crewmen prepare for battle,
a single Japanese Yokosuka D4Y breaks through the clouds and drops two
500-pound bombs on Big Ben. The first rips through the flight deck's 3-inch
armor to the hangar deck, exploding amidst two dozen planes carrying 36,000
gallons of gas and 30 tons of explosives. Rockets and bombs howl in all
directions. Hundreds of men are forced to leap into the sea to escape, leaving
the captain with only one third of his crew; there are more dead, wounded,
and trapped men left onboard than able-bodied sailors.
Trial By Fire by P.T. Deutermann is the gripping novelization of how, against al
odds, the sailors of the Franklin were able to save their ship, after 3 agonizing
days of battling the flames that ultimately claimed the lives of 832 men and
injured 300 more. Readers will be astounded and humbled by the heroic
actions of a few brave sailors in the face of catastrophe.

Author Bio
P. T. DEUTERMANN is the author of many previous novels includingPacific
Glory, which won the W. Y. Boyd Literary Award for Excellence in Military
Fiction. Deutermann spent twenty-six years in military and government
service, as a captain in the Navy and in the Joint Chiefs of Staff as an armscontrol specialist. He lives with his wife in North Carolina.
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Golden Boy
A Murder Among the Manhattan Elite
by John Glatt
New York Times bestselling author John Glatt tells the true story of
Thomas Gilbert Jr., the disturbed young man accused of murdering his
father, a Manhattan millionaire and hedge fund founder.
By all accounts, Thomas Gilbert Jr. led a charmed life. The son of a wealthy
hedge fund manager and a financier, he grew up surrounded by a loving
family and all the luxury an Upper East Side childhood could provide:
education at the elite Buckley School and Deerfield Academy, summers in a
sprawling seaside mansion in the Hamptons. He was strikingly handsome,
moving with ease through glittering social circles and following in his father's
footsteps to Princeton. His friends saw him as aleader; his parents adored
him.

St. Martin's Press
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9781250271020 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
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* National Broadcast Publicity
* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Netgalley Promotion
* Goodreads Promotion
* CriminalElement.com Promotion
* Social Media Campaign
* Library Marketing Campaign
* Bookstagrammer/Booktuber Campaign

But Tommy always felt different, and the cracks in his facade began to show.
What started as quiet exhaustion turned into warning signs of OCD,
increasing paranoia, and - most troubling - an indescribable, inexplicable
hatred of his father. As his parents begged him to seek psychiatric help,
Tommy pushed back by self-medicating with drugs and escalating violence.
When a fire destroyed his recently-estranged best friend's Hamptons home,
Tommy was the prime suspect - but he was never charged. Just months later,
he arrived at his parents' apartment, calmly asked his mother to leave, and
shot his father point-blank in the head.
Now, journalist John Glatt takes an in-depth look at the devastating crime that
rocked Manhattan's upper class. With exclusive access to sources close to
Tommy, including his own mother, Glatt constructs the agonizing spiral of
mental illness that led Thomas Gilbert Jr. to (...)

Author Bio
English-born JOHN GLATT is the author of more than twenty-five books
including The Lost Girls and My Sweet Angel, and has over thirty years of
experience as an investigative journalist in England and America. He has
appeared on television and radio programs all over the world, including
Dateline NBC, Fox News, ABC's 20/20, BBC World News, and A&E
Biography.
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A Place Like Home
Short Stories
by Rosamunde Pilcher
Celebrate life's journeys with the beloved author whose stories of life
and love touched the world. Together for the first time in one collection,
15 short stories by bestselling author Rosamunde Pilcher.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jul 27/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 288 pages
9781250274953 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)
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A Place Like Home is a collection of Rosamunde Pilcher's most enduring
short stories, never before published in book form. The collection contains
fifteen stories, which range from The Holiday, in which a wife surprises her
husband of twenty-five years with a holiday full of Mediterranean sunshine,
red rocks and blue seas in an effort to rekindle the romance they had before
children; The Eye of Love which takes the reader to the bright spring sunshine
and sparkling waves of a Northumbrian village where old flames meet again;
and A Place Like Home, where a lonely young woman goes to recuperate in a
Scottish countryside after a brief illness. Each is the perfect slice of romance
written with warmth and passion featuring wonderfully memorable, smart, and
feisty female characters that will transport the reader to another time and
place.

Praise for the work of Rosamunde Pilcher:
Pilcher's characters inhabit your daily life. . . that's how good she is." Cosmopolitan
"A work of art!" - Los Angeles Times
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"Compassionate and intelligent." - San Francisco Chronicle
"Poignant." - Booklist
"Heartwarming." - Publishers Weekly
"Captivating. . . The best sort of book to come home to." - New York Daily
News
"Enormous charm and warmth!" - Kirkus Reviews
"Picture-perfect!" - San Antonio Express-News
"Breathtaking. . . A book you will want to keep, to read and re-read!" - Grand
Rapids Press
"Warm and unusually charming. I think there should be room in everyone's
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The Devil's Dictionary
by Steven Kotler
New York Times bestselling author Steven Kotler's follow up to Last
Tango, a near-future thriller about the evolution of empathy in the
tradition of William Gibson and Neal Stephenson.
Hard to say when the human species fractured exactly. Harder to say when
this new talent arrived. But Lion Zorn, protagonist of Last Tango, is the first of
his kind - an empathy tracker, an emotional soothsayer, with a felt sense for
the future of the we. In simpler terms, he can spot cultural shifts and trends
before they happen.
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* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* NetGalley Promotion
* Email Marketing Campaign
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* Social Media Campaign
* Author Website: stevenkotler.com
* Author Facebook: /KotlerSteven (10.6K followers)
* Author Twitter: @steven_kotler (25.1K followers)
* Author Instagram: @kotler.steven (20.8K followers)

The Devil's Dictionary finds Lion Zorn enmeshed with a strange subculture:
polyamorous crypto-currency fiends with a tendency toward eco-terrorism.
These crypto-eco-punks have executed the largest land grab in U.S. history,
buying up huge swatches of the American west to establish the world's first
mega-linkage. This unbroken tract of wild lands stretching from Yellowstone to
Yukon is meant to protect biodiversity and stave off the Sixth Great Extinction,
but something's rotten in Eden. Instead of savingexisting species, exotic
creatures unlike anything seen on Earth keep turning up. Called in to track
down the origin of these exotics, Lion quickly finds himself entangled in a
battle for the survival of our species

Author Bio
STEVEN KOTLERis a New York Times bestselling author, award-winning
journalist, and Founder and Executive Director of the Flow Research
Collective. His books include Stealing Fire, The Rise of Superman, West of
Jesus, and A Small Furry Prayer . His work has been translated into over 40
languages and appeared in over 100 publications, including the New York
Times Magazine, Wall Street Journal, TIME, Wired, Atlantic Monthly, and
Forbes.
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LEAD

Dark Roads
A Novel
by Chevy Stevens
The acclaimed and beloved author of Still Missing is back with her most
breathtaking thriller yet.
For decades, people have been warned about the Cold Creek Highway.
Hitchhikers have vanished along it over the years, and women have been
known to have their cars break down. . . and never be seen again. When
Hailey McBride decides to run away from an unbearable living situation, she
thinks that her outdoor skills will help her disappear into the Cold Creek
wilderness, and she counts on people thinking that she was the victim of the
killer.

St. Martin's Press
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6.12 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781250277879 • $24.99 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers
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One year later, Beth Chevalier arrives in Cold Creek to attend a memorial for
the victims of the highway, but it might as well be one week for the amount of
pain that Beth is still dealing with after her sister, Amber, was murdered the
previous summer. Beth has quit university, is lying to her parents, and popping
pills like Tic Tacs. Maybe this will finally bring her peace.
When she gets a job at a local diner where Amber once worked, she connects
with people who knew her sister. Beth wants to find who killed her sister and
put her own life back together, but as she gets closer to the truth, she learns
that there is more than one person lying in Cold Creek.

Praise for Chevy Stevens:
Gripping. . . unforgettable." - Gillian Flynn
"Heart-pounding." - Lisa Gardner
"Will have you spellbound." - Karin Slaughter
"Engrossing, suspenseful." - Library Journal (...)

Author Bio
CHEVY STEVENS lives on Vancouver Island with her husband and daughter.
When she isn't working on her next book, she's hiking with her two dogs on
her favorite mountain trails and spending time with her family. Chevy's current
obsessions are vintage Airstreams, Hollywood memoirs, all things mid-century
modern, and stand-up comedians - not necessarily in that order. Her books,
including Still Missing, a New York Times bestseller and winner of the
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LEAD

Dark Roads
A Novel
by Chevy Stevens
The acclaimed and beloved author of Still Missing is back with her most
breathtaking thriller yet.
For decades, people have been warned about the Cold Creek Highway.
Hitchhikers have vanished along it over the years, and women have been
known to have their cars break down. . . and never be seen again. When
Hailey McBride decides to run away from an unbearable living situation, she
thinks that her outdoor skills will help her disappear into the Cold Creek
wilderness, and she counts on people thinking that she was the victim of the
killer.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 3/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781250133571 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Thrillers

Notes
Promotion
- Author Events,
- National Broadcast Publicity,
- National Print Publicity,
- Online Publicity,
- Launch Advertising,
- Pre-Order Campaign,
- Trade Advertising,
- Early Reader Review Campaign,
- Indie Bound Campaign,
- Blog Outreach,
- Netgalley Promotions, Edelweiss Promotions,
- Email Marketing Campaign,
- E-Book Downprice Promotions,
- Social Media Campaign,
- Author Website: chevystevens.com,
- Active on Facebook: @chevystevensauthor (23,000
followers),
- Active on Instagram: @chevystevens (4,000
followers)

One year later, Beth Chevalier arrives in Cold Creek to attend a memorial for
the victims of the highway, but it might as well be one week for the amount of
pain that Beth is still dealing with after her sister, Amber, was murdered the
previous summer. Beth has quit university, is lying to her parents, and popping
pills like Tic Tacs. Maybe this will finally bring her peace.
When she gets a job at a local diner where Amber once worked, she connects
with people who knew her sister. Beth wants to find who killed her sister and
put her own life back together, but as she gets closer to the truth, she learns
that there is more than one person lying in Cold Creek.

Praise for Chevy Stevens:
Gripping. . . unforgettable." - Gillian Flynn
"Heart-pounding." - Lisa Gardner
"Will have you spellbound." - Karin Slaughter
"Engrossing, suspenseful." - Library Journal (...)

Author Bio
CHEVY STEVENS lives on Vancouver Island with her husband and daughter.
When she isn't working on her next book, she's hiking with her two dogs on
her favorite mountain trails and spending time with her family. Chevy's current
obsessions are vintage Airstreams, Hollywood memoirs, all things mid-century
modern, and stand-up comedians - not necessarily in that order. Her books,
including Still Missing, a New York Times bestseller and winner of the
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The Island
A Thriller
by Ben Coes
CIA operative Dewey Andreas is America's last line of defense when terrorists
take over Manhattan, targeting the U.N. and the President himself in the latest
in this New York Times bestselling series.
America is about to face the deadliest terrorist attack on it's soil since 9/11.
Iran has been planning a revenge attack for years, with three goals in mind.
Bring America to its knees. Assassinate the popular U.S. President J. P.
Dellenbaugh. And neutralize their most successful agent, Dewey Andreas.

St. Martin's Press
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The first pre-emptive attack against Dewey Andreas fails but it worries the
head of the CIA enough that he sends Dewey out of town and off the grid. But
as intelligence analysts work as fast as they can to unravel the chatter on
terrorist networks, Muhammed el-Shakib, head of Iran's military and
intelligence agency, launches a bold strike. When the President arrives in New
York to address the U.N., embedded terrorist assets blow up the bridges and
tunnels that connect Manhattan to the mainland. Taking control of the island
with it's hidden forces, they race to the U.N. in search of Dellenbaugh and to
launch an even deadlier attack that will wreak unimaginable destruction on the
country itself.
While a shocked country struggles to mount a counter-attack, a hopeless,
outmanned and outgunned Dewey Andreas sneaks onto the island of
Manhattan to fight a seemingly impossible battle.

Author Bio
BEN COES is the author of the critically acclaimed Power Down and Coup
d'Etat. He is a former speechwriter for the George H .W. Bush White House,
worked for Boone Pickens, was a fellow at the JFK School of Government at
Harvard, a campaign manager for Mitt Romney's run for governor in 2002,
and is currently a partner in a private equity company out of Boston. He lives
in Wellesley, Mass.
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The Ambassador
Joseph P. Kennedy at the Court of St. James's 1938-1940
by Susan Ronald
Acclaimed biographer Susan Ronald reveals the truth about Joseph P.
Kennedy's shockingly controversial tenure as Ambassador to Great
Britain on the eve of World War II.
On February 18, 1938, Joseph P. Kennedy was sworn in as US Ambassador
to the Court of St. James. To say his appointment to the most prestigious and
strategic diplomatic post in the world shocked the Establishment was an
understatement: known for his profound Irish roots and staunch Catholicism,
not to mention his plain-spoken" opinions and womanizing, he was a curious
choice as Europe hurtled toward war.

St. Martin's Press
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Initially welcomed by the British, in less than two short years Kennedy was
loathed by the White House, the State Department and the British
Government. Believing firmly that Fascism was the inevitable wave of the
future, he consistently misrepresented official US foreign policy internationally
as well as direct instructions from FDR himself. The Americans were the first
to disown him and the British and the Nazis used Kennedy to their own ends.
Through meticulous research and many newly available sources, Ronald
confirms in impressive detail what has long been believed by many: that
Kennedy was a Fascist sympathizer and an anti-Semite whose only loyalty
was to his family's advancement. She also reveals the ambitions of the
Kennedy dynasty during this period abroad, as they sought to enter the world
of high society London and establish themselves as America's first family.
Thorough and utterly readable, The (...)

Author Bio
Born and raised in the United States, SUSAN RONALD has lived in England
for more than twenty-five years. She is the author of A Dangerous Woman,
Hitler's Art Thief, Heretic Queen, The Pirate Queen, and Shakespeare's
Daughter
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The Show Girl
by Nicola Harrison
Nicola Harrison's The Show Girl gives a glimpse of the glamorous world of the
Ziegfeld Follies, through the eyes of a young midwestern woman who comes
to New York City to find her destiny as a Ziegfeld Follies star . . .
Harrison creates a heady mix of history, drama and romance in a seductive
novel guaranteed to transport the reader to a different place and time." -Karen
White, New York Times Bestselling Author ofAll the Way We Say Goodbye
"In The Show Girl, author Nicola Harrison paints her characters with such a
precise brush and sympathetic strokes that they live long after the last page." Betsy Carter, bestselling author of Lost Souls at The Neptune Inn
"Nicola Harrison brilliantly captures the last gasp of the roaring twenties in this
indelible story of love and ambition." -Jamie Brenner, author of Blush
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 10/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 400 pages
Includes color endpapers
9781250200150 • $37.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Contemporary Women

"Harrison beautifully portrays the trials and tribulations of a Ziegfeld Follies
dancer in her new novel, which is brimming with juicy details of Roaring
Twenties New York City. Fans of City of Girls will adore this exploration of love
and ambition." -Fiona Davis, national bestselling author of The Lions of Fifth
Avenue

Notes

"Harrison has created a heroine so complex and endearing, so utterly fearless
and full of life, that readers will not be able to forget her. THE SHOW GIRL is a
story as intricate and dazzling as one of Ziegfeld's legendary revues." -Lynda
Cohen Loigman, USA Today bestselling author of (...)

Promotion

Author Bio
Born in England,Nicola Harrison moved to CA where she received a BA in
Literature at UCLA before moving to NYC and earning an MFA in creative
writing at Stony Brook. She is a member of The Writers Room, has short
stories published in The Southampton Review and Glimmer Train and articles
in Los Angeles Magazine and Orange Coast Magazine . She was the fashion
and style staff writer for Forbes, had a weekly column at Lucky Magazine and
is the founder of a personal styling business, Harrison Style.
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The Source of All Things
A Heart Surgeon's Quest to Understand Our Most Mysterious
Organ
by Reinhard Friedl
In the tradition of Henry Marsh's Do No Harm, a heart surgeon's personal
investigation of the human heart, moving from his riveting clinical experiences
to a more poetic understanding of its workings
The heart is our most important organ. Yet despite that it has not changed
since the appearance of Homo sapiens 300,000 years ago, it is also our most
mysterious. In most human cultures, it is seen as the source of love,
sympathy, joy, courage, strength and wisdom.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 24/21
5.38 x 8.25 • 240 pages
9781250274861 • $36.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Medical / Cardiology

Notes
Promotion

What if the heart could answer questions neurosciences can't begin to?
Having witnessed the extraordinary complexity and unpredictability of human
hearts in the operating theatre--each one individual, like a fingerprint--heart
surgeon Reinhard Friedl looked again at this "primitive pump" to reconcile it
with his experiences from thousands of heart operations.
In this book, he presents findings from various scientific disciplines, such as
secret connections of the heart and brain and their influence on emotions and
consciousness. He reveals the miracle that is the heart that we speak about
so often yet is strangely foreign to many human beings.
Full of compelling patient stories, The Source of All Things ends with a plea:
that we recognize the heart?s wisdom and adopt a more heart-centered way
of living, leading to greater health and more joy.

Author Bio
DR. REINHARD FRIEDL is an eminent surgeon who has held thousands of
hearts in his hands. He has operated on premature babies and repaired the
heart valves of patients well advanced in years. He has implanted artificial
heart turbines and stitched knife wounds to the heart. He lives in Germany.
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The Real Valkyrie
The Hidden History of Viking Warrior Women
by Nancy Marie Brown
In the tradition of Stacy Schiff's Cleopatra, Brown lays to rest the hoary myth
that Viking society was ruled by men and celebrates the dramatic lives of
female Viking warriors
In 2017, DNA tests revealed to the collective shock of many scholars that a
Viking warrior in a high-status grave in Birka, Sweden was actually a woman.
The Real Valkyrie weaves together archaeology, history, and literature to
imagine her life and times, showing that Viking women had more power and
agency than historians have imagined.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 31/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 320 pages
Includes 20 b+w illustrations and 3 maps throughout
9781250200846 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket
History / Europe / Scandinavia

Notes
Promotion

Brown uses science to link the Birka warrior, whom she names Hervor, to
Viking trading towns and to their great trade route east to Byzantium and
beyond. She imagines her life intersecting with larger-than-life but real
women, including Queen Gunnhild Mother-of-Kings, the Viking leader known
as The Red Girl, and Queen Olga of Kyiv. Hervor?s short, dramatic life shows
that much of what we have taken as truth about women in the Viking Age is
based not on data, but on nineteenth-century Victorian biases. Rather than
holding the household keys, Viking women in history, law, saga, poetry, and
myth carry weapons. These women brag, "As heroes we were widely known-with keen spears we cut blood from bone." In this compelling narrative Brown
brings the world of those valkyries and shield-maids to vivid life.
"This haunting account provides yet more evidence not only of the power of
(...)

Author Bio
NANCY MARIE BROWN is the author of highly praised books of nonfiction,
including Song of the Vikings. She is fluent in Icelandic and spends her
summers in Iceland. She has deep ties to the Scandinavian cultural
institutions in the U.S. Brown lives in East Burke, Vermont.
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The Elimination Threat
by Michael Laurence
Laurence delivers The Elimination Threat, the latest in a series
described as Jack Reacher falling into a plot written by Dan Brown." James Rollins, #1 NYT bestselling author of Crucible
For centuries, a mysterious syndicate known as the Thirteen has staged a
silent coup, infiltrating governments and manipulating the course of world
events. It's more powerful than any nation, deadlier than any army, and only
FBI Special Agent James Mason and his longtime friends stand in its way.
After narrowly preventing the release of a toxic chemical weapon, they find
themselves pitted against their most terrifying adversary yet: a mass murderer
with a twisted signature and a true believer in the cause of the Thirteen known
only as the Dragon.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 24/21
6.12 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781250158536 • $39.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Technological
Series: Extinction Agenda
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* National Print Publicity
* Online Publicity
* Online Advertising
* Early Reader Review Campaign
* NetGalley Promotion
* Independent Bookseller Outreach
* Email Marketing Campaign
* CriminalElement.com Promotion
* Social Media Campaign
* Author Website: michaellaurencebooks.com
* Author Facebook: /michaellaurencebooks
* Author Twitter: @Michael31548048
* Author Instagram: @michaellaurencebooks

With the fate of the nation's capital hanging in the balance and the threat of
nuclear destruction on the horizon, Mason's team must unravel a conspiracy
involving a greedy investment bank, a sadistic drug cartel, and a Russian
energy company before it's too late. And the secret to doing so lies buried in
the past, in a dark union between the financial sector and an apocalyptic cult
hellbent on remaking the world in its own image. Can Mason expose the lethal
machinations of the cabal in time, or will the Thirteen finally make good on its
elimination threat?

Author Bio
Michael Laurence was born in Colorado Springs, Colorado to an engineer and
a teacher, who kindled his passions for science and history. He studied
biology and creative writing at the University of Colorado and holds multiple
advanced certifications in medical imaging. Before becoming a full-time
author, he worked as an x-ray/CT/MRI technologist and clinical instructor. He
lives in suburban Denver with his wife, four children, and a couple of crazy
Labrador Retrievers.
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Dog Days
by Ericka Waller
Ericka Waller's Dog Days is a debut novel about the challenges life can
bring and the way dogs can bring out the best in us, helping us
understand life.
George is a grumpy, belligerent old man who has just lost his wife. She has
left him notes around the home and a miniature dachshund puppy called
Poppy. But George doesn't want a dog, he wants to fight everyone who is
trying to help him.
Dan has OCD but has channelled his energy into his career as a therapist.
Afraid to acknowledge his true feelings, his most meaningful relationship so
far is with his dog Fitz. That is, until Atticus walks into his life.

St. Martin's Press
On Sale: May 11/21
9781250817730 • $41.99 • cl
Fiction / Animals
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Lizzie is living in a women's refuge with her son Lenny. Her body is covered in
scars and she has shut herself off from the world. She distrusts dogs, but
when she starts having to walk the refuge's dog, Maud, things begin to
change.
As three strangers' lives unravel and intersect, they ultimately must accept
what fate has in store for them with their dogs by their sides. Set against the
backdrop of Brighton, Dog Days is an inspiring, unflinching, and deeply
moving novel about the challenges life can bring and the way dogs can bring
out the best is us, helping us understand life, and each other, a little better.

Author Bio
ERICKA WALLER is an award-winning author who lives in Brighton, UK with
her husband, three daughters and petting zoo. She's been writing since she
was old enough to hold a pen.
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